
Experiencing the Tarot as a Group 
 
Most often the Tarot is thought of as an interaction between three “players”: The Querent (the one who asks 

the question), the Reader and the Tarot itself.  This can be a powerfully intimate experience, where the 

responsibility of holding the space lies most definitely with the Reader. Personally, when I am reading for 

anyone, I am acutely aware that I am responsible for establishing safe boundaries and for ensuring that the 

information that is conveyed serves the highest good of the person who is trusting me with a very personal 

part of their journey.  
 

In a group setting, the necessity for keeping all participants safe is even more important. By invoking sacred 

space and by each member of the group actively committing to confidentiality, compassion and non-

judgment for and of each other, the shared time becomes consecrated and the intention of the group 

becomes the overarching safety mechanism, powerfully calling forth the highest good for all.  
 

How I work with Groups 
I can tailor my services to almost any situation, such as 

• A women’s circle honoring the New or Full Moon, with a ritual designed to begin a new project or let go 
of behaviors/things/people that no longer serve (may also include an art therapy process, please inquire).  

• A session with a small work team to ferret out how everyone feels about an upcoming project, whether to 

move forward and what can be done if anyone feels completely out of sync 

• A birthday party among a group of trusted friends (all female, all male or mixed genders) who want to 
gain insight about what’s next in their lives 

• A pre-existing group that has a specific purpose (i.e. book club, business association, grief support group, 
investment club etc.) who would like to take a look at what is needed for the group to thrive and grow 

• Any group of friends who wants to safely ask the Tarot some questions about something that is 
presenting a challenge in their life 

 

The Parameters:  
• A group of 4 – 6 people (inquire if you are interested in working with a larger group) 

• At a location within a reasonable driving distance from Downtown Los Angeles 

• For a minimum of 2 hours, maximum 4 hours as arranged PRIOR to the event 

• At a rate of $125 per hour, with a 50% advance deposit, remainder to be paid on the day of the event 

• Access to a large table where all participants can join simultaneously 

• If an art therapy process is requested as part of the session, art supplies to paid separately and by 

agreement, please inquire: archetypecoaching@gmail.com www.FreeWillTarot.com  


